
Juris Pastor: A Return to the
Counselor-At-Law

By Mark Taylor*

Dorothy: You're a bad man, Oz.
Oz: Oh no, I'm a good man; I'm just a very bad wizard.

The essence of this quotation applies as well to lawyers and lawyering
in the traditional Western legal system. Lawyers most assuredly can be
good people; yet within the same context, they can be very bad counselors-
at-law. Lawyers today are specialized practitioners whose foremost respon-
sibility appears to lie only in the application of the technical aspects of the
law. There is a grave need for lawyers who understand and practice legal
skills from within the context of clients' lives, not just their legal problems.

A strong case can be made that lawyers are no longer counselors-"at"-
law, but rather counselors-"of-the"-law. The counselor-"at"-law theoreti-
cally implies a legally-trained person who counsels another person or per-
sons with legal needs. The emphasis here is on the word "counselor."
Increasingly, lawyers are fitting the mold of the "hired gun" legal techni-
cian disregarding the most important variable in the legal profession, the
client. These attorneys are counselors-"of-the"-law, and their emphasis
rests squarely on "the law."

This phenomenon can be linked in part to socio-economic factors such
as hefty legal fees for time and services rendered which leave the client and
the lawyer feeling constrained by a ticking clock and dwindling pocket-
book. Legal practitioners are faced with the moral dilemma of this polar-
ized ideology. This modern day standard reflects the ideal which increas-
ingly stresses hurried technical perfection rather than more mindful con-
cern for the human condition. Further, the counselor-of-the-law prefers the
efficient execution of duties rather than the exercise of sufficient compas-
sion for the client. The trend has been established in which the counselor-
at-law, if not defunct in practice, is at least caught in the dying process.

The fathers of our national independence formulated a system of laws
over two hundred years ago based on such human notions as corporate
freedom and individual rights and responsibilities. The intent of the law,
not law for law's sake, was the paramount factor. Laws of the ages from
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Moses to Jefferson have found their source and authority not purely in
legal concepts, but in humanity, the system of persons relating to persons,
with reference to an ultimate authority in the Incomprehensible Mystery,
the Mysterium Divinum. The social relationships between human beings
inevitably create conflicts of rights, possessions, and so forth providing a
testament to the need for laws and conflict resolvers. An important consid-
eration evolves from this need, however. If law resolves conflicts between
persons, and persons also profess belief or faith in the Mysterium Divinum,
called God by the majority, there arises the need to examine law as influ-
enced by theology and theology as influenced by law.

The examination of law and theology far exceeds the medieval and mod-
ern debates of separation of church and state. Much study can be done,
for example, in the area of religious support for all types of laws ranging
from the criminal law to property law. The need has not only arisen for
the study of such issues, but a very real need has surfaced with regard to
practice. How does a professing religious person practice law? Can one
remain true to his faith and remain in the legal profession? How does one
resolve not only the conflicts between persons but also conflicts of the
spirit? The answers to these and similar questions are not easy, but are of
critical importance if the counselor-"at"-law is to survive or re-emerge in
the legal system.

LEGITIMACY

The crux of the legal practitioner's moral dilemma is the question of
legitimacy. Legitimacy forms the backbone of the process for justice in law
while reflecting the fundamental act of grace from the Mysterium Di-
vinum. Law and theology through justice and grace are synthesized by the
act of listening. A function of courts of law is to allow an individual the
olportunity to be heard. It does not matter whether the individual is rich,
poor, black, or white. Justice by our system of laws cannot be served
without speech and its hearing. Likewise, historically the Mysterium Di-
vinum has spoken through prophets in all faiths and languages, and has
given human beings the ability to speak. The Bible, Torah, Koran, and
other religious books tell about the Mysterium Divinum's commandment
for human beings to listen to one another without exception. This sensitive
listening gives definition to God-like grace.

James Luther Adams tells of a bishop in Rome who made a point to meet
the public once a week openly on the cathedral steps "to hear" each indi-
vidual. These audiences with the bishop, Adams says, reflected more than
justice; they indicated love of the person.' In light of this story, one might
conclude that legitimacy is the striving for justice through loving and
listening to all people, no matter who they are.

1. Address by J.L. Adams, Harvard Law School Jurisprudence Seminar (Spring 1978).
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The legitimate lawyer must be a listening counselor-at-law, who not only
strives for justice through listening to clients, but also attempts to love
them as human beings. Justice with grace forms the cornerstone for prac-
tice.

MYSTERY, COVENANT AND SACRAMENT

Before introducing possible methods and approaches toward implement-
ing such a practice, three elements, theological in nature, must be high-
lighted in the context of their legal implications. These are the concepts
of mystery, covenant, and sacrament.

A woman who was successfully battling cancer for the second time com-
mented: "You know, people these days look at life as a problem to be
solved. The mystery of life is fading, if not gone altogether." This comment
rings strikingly clear in this age of national cynicism, growing disgruntle-
ment, and outright disgust with slick lawyers out for the dollar. If lawyers
view law as a problem to be solved, which many do, the mystery of the
human being is reshuffled to the back of the file under "To Be Billed." It
is no wonder people on the grassroots level are fed up with cursory atten-
tion to them as human beings with incidental legal needs. Human beings
are supposedly made in the image of God, the Mysterium Divinum, and
lawyers must become aware of this concept of the mystery of the human
being if justice and grace are to be served.

Covenant, in the historical sense of vocation, requires "individual con-
cern for other individuals" and emphasizes "responsibility on the part of
the individual and of the society for the character of the institutions of the
society as a whole-and particularly for the condition of the deprived."2

Within the context of this definition of covenant, a "living faith of com-
munity" emerges in the lawyer/client relationship. 3 Lawyers have a respon-
sibility to the community in which they live to serve one or more of its
members. In doing so, a lawyer has the unique opportunity to counsel the
needs of the total person, who then returns to the community affected by
grace in the pursuit of justice.

Ancient Israel understood its compact with God as "chosen people" not
only as a privilege distinguishing its people from other nations, but as a
responsibility to establish a community dedicated to pursuing divine man-
dates of order, equality, and justice for all peoples. America was founded
under this same sense of covenantal tradition: "One nation, under God
.... " Lawyers, too, may consent to form a compact with clients in much
the same manner, but on a smaller, more general scale. In this arrange-
ment, both lawyer and client consent to receive each other in terms of the

2. 2 NICM J. (Summer 1977).
3. P.D. Hanson, Divine Activity in Second Isaiah: A Model for Contemporary Theology
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"self' or its "property." This covenant gives both lawyer and client the
opportunity to affirm, participate in, and accept the identity of selves
created or uncovered by the covenant, thereby constituting both parties as
important to the relationship.

Harold J. Berman has illuminated certain parallels between legal and
religious practitioners who share many of the same types of vestments and
sacraments in their cultic rituals. Both practitioners evolved from the
medieval order and from under the same roof. Despite separation of church
and state approximately eight centuries ago, temporal folk and spiritual
folk have clung to many similar remnants of that history. Lawyers are seen
as secular clergy, praying before the court, while judges are seen as secular
bishops who wear flowing robes of the office and sit on raised platforms
above the proceedings before them. They grant audiences and pass down
edicts. Supreme Court justices are seen as secular popes (or their non-
Catholic equivalent) who were selected from a conclave of secular bishops.
Their authority is inspired by the Mysterium Divinum to whom there is
no secular equivalent.

It should also be said that the professions are still firmly entrenched in
the medieval piety of male and white-skin dominance, especially on the
higher levels of order. Although women are more frequently breaking into
the lawyering ranks, the archaic title "Esquire" is still used to denote
members of the profession. It was only two decades ago that The Reverend
Dr. Pauli Murray of Alexandria, Virginia, a black woman, was denied
admission to Harvard Law School on the basis of her gender. It was even
later that The Honorable Lois Forer was appointed to sit as a judge in the
Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia. America has yet to select a female
of any race to sit as a Supreme Court justice.

Religious sacraments in the historical Christian Church are channels
that mediate grace. Similarly, the judicial process employs secular
"sacraments" in attempting to mediate justice. Justice with grace; the
litany reappears at every crossroad. The time has come to be about the
business of that synthesis.

THE JURIS PASTOR

Harrop A. Freeman once said: "Lawyers do counsel, whether they want
to or not and whether or not they are trained."' Assuming this as fact, law
schools need to reassess their focus to include within their curriculum
clinical courses on interviewing. Universities which house both a school of
law and a school of theology should provide the opportunity for students
to participate in interdisciplinary programs between the two institutions.
Vanderbilt University has such a program; students may earn a Juris
Doctor-Master of Divinity degree. In the alternative, the suggested gradu-

4. H. A. FREEMAN, LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING 55 (1964).
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ate degree could arise as a separate admissions program which allows a
student cross-registration and financial credit with a reduced semester
requirement. The completion of the requirements of the joint degree pro-
grams or the cooperative ventures would allow a new prototype to emerge:
the Juris Pastor.

The Juris Pastor will have legal and theological training with emphais
placed on counseling to help synthesize these two disciplines. This proto-
type can enjoy the freedom to cross many boundaries from private law
practice, to law firm practice, to legal aid societies, to churches, to church
agencies, to schools, to social service organizations, or to any number of
private sector positions.

My personal vision is to open a center which will serve as a model
program for holistic legal counseling. The center will attempt to bring
about an interactive covenantal relationship between the practitioners, the
clients, and a network of professionals within the community. The ap-
proach will be holoscopic in nature where the total person's needs are
counseled and administered to.

Initially, the center will be staffed by five to eight of the Juris-Pastor
prototypes. Two more staff members will be trained in the area of social
services to provide clients with a first-rate referral service to professionals
within the community or surrounding reg/on participating in the counsel-
ing program.

Several substantive areas of the law which would benefit from the pres-
ence of these legal counseling centers include divorce, annulment, mar-
riage, estates, real property, and criminal justice. With divorce counseling,
for example, the center would first attempt to reconcile the couple. Cou-
ples would be referred to members of the clergy and marriage counselors
in the community if such advising professionals had not been previously
consulted. The resolution of the situation might involve an irreconcilable
marriage and the retention of an attorney. A community law firm referral
service which would strive to prevent any violation of the provisions of the
existing Code of Professional Ethics when dealing with divorces, could be
used.

The fiscal structure of the center would feature a sliding economic scale
to accommodate all classes of people. Each person would receive equal
treatment with no emphasis being placed on the color of his skin or his
status in society. Reduced rates would allow the Juris Pastor to spend more
time with the client in situations which necessitate multi-counseling ses-
sions beyond initial surface inquiries. This service would accommodate
such a situation as that of a person who, because of strong religious com-
mitments, has anxious doubts concerning the execution of a will.

In addition to cost reductions, the development of the counseling centers
would promote other changes such as a revision of the physical design of
the legal office. Desks would play a minor role in the style of the legal
counseling center, as the Juris Pastors would be encouraged to create a
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comfortable meeting place in their offices with sofas and comfortable
chairs instead of the traditional, formal straight-backed chairs on opposite
sides of a table or desk. This idea grew from the observation of a prominent
Boston attorney's office which smacked of secular sacramentation as re-
ferred to earlier. The client had to climb several stairs leading to a narrow
doorway. Upon entrance, the client saw not one but multiple desks in the
room. The central desk was located on an elevated platform with television
lights trained upon it. This pretentious ornamentation, while doing noth-
ing to make the client comfortable, merely serves to enable the slick
counselor-of-the-law to further his or her prominent image.

Part of the non-traditional environment would include the extension of
visitation invitations to established law firms, churches, schools, and other
community institutions. This procedure would increase the public aware-
ness of the benefits to be gained from a profession that offers legal advice
in a counseling setting. To further insure the center's success, a service
would be provided to counsel lawyers in the community. This program
could at the same time serve as an educational extension service which
would directly affect the legal network of the surrounding jurisdiction.

"A lawyer who chooses not to open himself to feelings harms his clients,
diminishes the humane range of his own professional usefulness, and dec-
lines an opportunity to contribute to the growth and dignity of another
person." 5 Thomas Shaffer's words ring clear and true as the central thrust
of why the center must be developed and why attorneys everywhere should
reassess their positions in their current practice.

Milner Ball writes, "Law requires authority for permanence.", Lawyers
also require authority for permanence in the sense of viability. Ironically,
that viable authority comes in many shapes and sizes, from many social
structures and class distinctions, and from many different belief stances
and faiths in the presence of clients as whole persons. People come to
lawyers with personal dilemmas, and the ensuing relationships mirror the
mystery of life, the Mysterium Divinum, the hope of the community and
the love of self through others. Love is the ultimate mystery in life. It
empowers us as whole persons, authorizes our professional relationships,
and equips us for community with God and our fellow beings.

Paul Freund claimed that "the distinctive role of the legal profession is
to serve as the architect of structure and process." 7 The architect must be
sensitized into a sculptor who attempts to mold mystery, covenant, and
legitimacy into a viable practice.

Justice with grace-"I cannot accept your canon that we are to judge
Pope and King unlike other men, with a favourable presumption that they
did no wrong. If there is any presumption, it is the other way against

5. Shaffer, Book Review, 61 Ky. L.J. 544 (1973).
6. Ball, Authority and American Courts, 8 RuT.-CAM. L.J. 564 (1977).
7. Freund, The Legal Profession, 92 DADALus 692 (1963).
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holders of power, increasing as the power increases. Historic respon-
sibility has to make up for the want of legal responsibility. Power tends
to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Great men are almost
always bad men, even when they exercise influence and not authority
. . . . There is no worse heresy than that the office sanctifies the holder
of it." So it is with lawyers and their lawyering. When confronted with a
legal dilemma, it is the task of all who share common vision to make the
total person seen, while striving foi a solution to the legal problem. Therein
lies the mystery-a counsel of love. "The struggle was, and still might be,
to preserve some of the values that make life worth living."'

8. Letter from Lord Acton to Mandell Creighton (1887), reprinted in SATURDAY REVIEW,

Sept. 3, 1977, at 39.
• 9. E. POUND, GUIDE To KULCHUR 8 (1970).




